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ABSTRACT 

Several common motives and linguistic features in the works of 
Euripides and in the Hebrew and Greek Old Testament are an 
indication that an intellectual and linguistic exchange took place 
between the Greek and Hebrew people during the Classical and the 
Hellenistic period. This paper focuses on those methodological 
issues that entail an examination of the relationship between Greek 
and Hebrew literature and thought. Both traditional and current 
research trends are taken into consideration. As a starting point I 
use the theme of monogamy vs. polygamy in the Andromache of 
Euripides and the Genesis narratives. 

 

A INTRODUCTION: THE NECESSITY FOR COMPARATIVE STU-
DIES IN ANCIENT GREEK AND HEBREW LITERATURE 

1.1 Ancient Greek authors have been considered as a kind of guidance for 
biblical scholars on how to understand and explain scriptural rhetoric. The is-
sue of a literary relationship or even mutual dependence between Ancient 
Greek and Hebrew Literature still seems to be a taboo in the scholarly discus-
sion, in spite of the fact that some Ancient Greek and Jewish Alexandrian 
voices report about it (Reinach 1895, Stern 1976-1984). 

 Diodorus Siculus (1st c. BC) preserved in the 40th chapter of his library, as 
quoted by Photius I, the Patriarch of Constantinople (9th c. AD), fragments of 
the Greek historian and Sceptic philosopher Hecateus of Abdera (4th c. BC), 
who claimed that both the Greeks and the Jews had had the same cultural ori-
gins, namely Egypt, where they had lived as foreigners. After an epidemic 
outbreak of pestilence, the local folk laid charges against all foreigners who 
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dwelled in their country and decided to drive them out of its borders. Thereafter 
the foreigners had to escape by moving from Egypt to Hellas and Judah. An 
elite, under the leadership of distinguished men like Cadmus and Danaus, set-
tled in Hellas. It is worth mentioning that Cadmus, the son of the king of 
Phoenicia and brother of Europe, was regarded by the Greeks to be the one who 
brought the Phoenician alphabet to Hellas (Herodotus, Hist. 5.58). Danaus, the 
founder of the Mycenean culture, was the twin brother of Aegyptus and son of 
Belus, a mythical king of Egypt. According to Hecateus of Abdera, the majo-
rity of the ordinary people under the leadership of Moses, who was distin-
guished from the ordinary people by his wisdom and courage, settled in Judah, 
which is not far away from Egypt and at that time had only been a wasteland.  

Kata_ th_n Ai)/gupton to_ palaio_n loimikh=v perista&sewv 
genome&nhv, a)ne&pempon oi9 polloi_ th_n ai)ti/an tw=n kakw=n e)pi_ to_ 
daimo&nion pollw=n ga_r kai_ pantodapw=n katoikou=ntwn ce/nwn 
kai_ dihllagme&noiv e)/qesi xrwme&nwn peri_ tw=n i9ero_n kai_ ta_v 
qusi/av, katalelu&sqai sune&baine par ) au)toi=v ta_v patri/ouv 
tw=n qew=n tima&v. o(/per oi9 th=v xw&rav e)ggenei=v u(pe&labon, e)a_n 
mh_ tou_v a)llofu&louv metasth&sontai, kri&sin ou)k e)/sesqai tw=n 
kakw=n. eu)qu_v ou]n cenhlatoume&nwn tw=n a)lloeqnw=n, oi9 me_n 
e0pifane&statoi kai_ drastikw&tatoi sustrafe&ntev e)cerri/fh-
san, w$v tine_v fasin ei0v th_n  (Ella&da kai/ tinav e(te&rouv 
to&pouv, e)/xontev a)ciolo&gouv h9gemo&nav, w{ h(gou=nto Danao&v 
kai_ Ka&dmov tw=n a)/llwn e)pifane&statoi. o9 de_ polu_v lew_v 
e)ce&pesen ei0v th_n nu=n kaloume&nhn   )Ioudai/an, ou) po&rrw me_n 
keime&nhn th=v Ai)gu&ptou, pantelw=v de_ e)/rhmon ou]san kat ) 
e)kei/nouv tou_v xro&nouv h(gei=to de_ th=v a)poiki/av o9 prosago-
reuo&menov Mwsh=v, fronh&sei te kai_ a)ndrei/a polu_ diafe&rwn… 
(Photius, Bibl. 244p380a = Diodorus Siculus, Bibl. 40). 

It is obvious that Hecateus, as being handed down by Diodorus Siculus and 
Photius, did not make an ethnic or even racial distinction between Greeks and 
Jews, but a distinction of rank order according to high intellectual and ethical 
qualities. Therefore, an ethnic differentiation was only made after their settle-
ment in Hellas and Judah. It is obvious that since the Classical era the idea of a 
close relationship between Greeks and Jews has been circulating in order to 
justify mental similarities with the explanation that both peoples had originally 
been foreigners in the same cultural ark – even though they could never iden-
tify themselves with the Egyptian religious customs. Accordingly, Greeks and 
Jews did not simply meet each other in Egypt in the Hellenistic period, but 
originally they had been different groups of the same people, who over the 
centuries went their own ways separately and found each other once again in 
Alexandria. In the New Testament, as well as in the later Christian and Jewish 
literary traditions, we encounter the fruits of this encounter again. 

 Eusebius of Caesarea in Palestine (260/264-337/340 AD), known as the 
father of the early Church History, quotes a fragment of Aristobulus of Paneas 
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(160 BC), a Jewish Peripatetic philosopher, who had claimed that Pythagoras 
and Plato had been students of Moses (Praep. 10.3ss) and that the best of their 
philosophical conceptions could be indebted to him. But how could they have 
been students of Moses without knowing the five books of Moses? And how 
could they have had access to them, if not without oral or written translations? 
If the Greek authors could not understand Hebrew, we then have to assume that 
apart from the first complete translation of the Hebrew Law into Greek (the so-
called Pentateuch), incomplete and partial Greek translations of the Hebrew 
Scriptures must have been in existence even before the Septuagint-project in 
local Hebrew communities – not only in Egypt, but also in Ionia. The Greek 
Pentateuch, which, according to the letter of Aristeas, was translated during the 
reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphus, was initiated by Demetrius Phalereus (4th-
3rd c. BC), one of the first Peripatetics. Aristobulus tried to establish a close 
relationship between Greek thought and Hebrew belief, using Pythagorian and 
Platonic concepts. It is thus questionable whether his view ought to be under-
stood in the light of the theme called ‘Greeks’ theft’, as Dorival claims 
(http://www.lxxathens2001.org/Papers/Gilles Dorival.dsp). Or if it is suggested 
that one should talk about linguistic and mental exchange which had already 
taken place between Greeks and Jews during (or rather before) the Archaic pe-
riod with highlights in the Classical era. 

 In sum, Hecateus of Abdera and Aristobulus addressed the real issue of 
the relationship between Greek and Hebrew literature and thought from two 
different perspectives: a) The Classical Greek perspective dealt with interac-
tions between Hebrew and Greek people and had already emphasised their 
common cultural roots (Egypt) in the Pre-Mycenean period, which together 
with their creative thought were believed to be centrally involved in their 
unique and inimitable literary production. b) The Jewish-Hellenistic perspective 
paid more attention to the Archaic and Classical periods and highlighted the 
dependence of the Greek thought upon the Hebrew literary tradition, respec-
tively from Moses, as the human guarantee of the written, supernaturally re-
vealed, divine word. These perspectives are not mutually exclusive, but they 
rather seem to complement each other. Lack or even ignorance of supporting 
archaeological evidence, as well as scanty knowledge of both languages and 
literatures have so far not promoted awareness of this specific research field. 

 1.2 As I began to work on the relationship between Plato and Genesis 1-
11 (Dafni 2001:569-584 & 2006a:584-632; 2006b:1139-1161), I realised that, 
even if we do not believe the Greek and Jewish voices from Antiquity and the 
Byzantine period, we at least have to acknowledge that a kind of closer literary 
and mental exchange must have taken place between Greek and Hebrew people 
– already before Plato. The linguistic parallels led me, among others, to the 
tragedies of Euripides. Those parallels predominately reflect an intensive 
discussion about what Genesis 2:23-24 means. The difficulties appear 
especially when one explains it as a locus classicus for monogamous 
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relationships in Ancient Israel and Hellas. Almost all preserved Euripidean 
tragedies deal with this problem, giving plentiful mythological paradigms, 
which indicate that, only in a few exceptions the ideal expressed in Genesis 
2:23-24 can be a reality.  

 For the present paper I have chosen the tragedy Andromache by Euri-
pides, performed in c. 430/425 BC, and the Genesis narratives dealing with the 
theme ‘monogamy versus polygamy’. My aim is to comment on key-words and 
-expressions which can be an indication of a possible relationship between the 
two works, as well as help us to understand why an exchange between Hebrew 
and Greek people before Euripides, especially within the area of virtue ethics 
(Aretology), is a possibility, and not an intellectual theft. We can also detect the 
impact thereof in the New Testament.  

B THE CASE ‘MONOGAMY VERSUS POLYGAMY’ IN EURI-
PIDES’ ANDROMACHE AND GENESIS 2  

I would like to begin my comments by paying attention to the quintessence of 
the tragedy of Euripides Andromache, which seems to be summarised in the 
speech of Hermione in Andr 177ss. Hermione, the daughter of Menelaus and 
Helena, is married to the son of Achilleus, Neoptolemus, and appears to repre-
sent a moral absolutism which tolerates no novelty values regarding marriage 
and family life at all. She says:  

 Way’s translation 
Ou)de_ ga_r kalo_n We count it shame 
duoi=n gunaikoi=n a)/ndr ) e(/n ) h(ni/av 
e)/xein, 

that o’er two wives one man hold wedlock’s 
reins; 

a)ll ) ei)v mi/an ble&pontev eu)nai/an 
Ku&prin 

But to one lawful love man turn their eyes, 

ste&rgousin, o(/stiv mh_ kakw~v oi)kei=n 
qe&lei. 

Content-all such as look for peace in the 
home. 

This demand of monogamy, which guarantees the family peace, will be inter-
preted by Andromache not as an expression of an extremely conservative 
Greek moral code (as represented by Hermione), but as a result of a lack of 
experience, thought and good judgement. The formulation ou)de_ ga_r kalo_n 
seems to continue and explicate a thought process, which had already begun in 
Genesis 2:18. In the Old Greek translation of Genesis 2:18 (from the 3rd c. BC), 
we read Ou) kalo_n ei]nai to_n a)/nqrwpon mo&non – ~dah twyh bwj-al wdbl (‘It 
is not good that the man should be alone’). Euripides seems to add: ‘but it is 
also not good that over two wives one man hold wedlock’s reins’. If the theory 
of improvised, partial pre-Septuagint translations of Hebrew scriptural 
pericopes into Greek is correct, then the Euripidean formulation may reflect 
oral or written material which had been available, and been handed down in a 
comparable manner to the Homeric epics. The Euripidean expression could, 
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therefore, be a response to the biblical demand, which is not quite without its 
own problems.  

The biblical expression ‘it is not good that the man should be alone’ seems to 
be the reasonable justification of the divine formation of the woman, who had 
been formed from the man’s body and composed as a helper corresponding to 
him (Gen 2:21). After the creation of the woman, God was scripturally depicted 
as ‘a father who presents his son with a valuable gift that is bound to please 
him and be cherished by him’ (Cassuto 19894:133). The man expresses his 
pleasure with a unique love-song (Gen 2:23a), which in later Old Testament 
passages was understood as a Verwandtschaftsformel, namely a formula 
designating close relatives (e.g. Gen 29:14: Laban and Jacob). Adam says:  

Tou=to nu=n o)stou=n e0k tw~n o)ste&wn mou, This now is bone of my bones, 
kai_ sa_rc e0k th=v sarko&v mou: and flesh of my flesh; 

It is thus not the man himself, as was traditionally understood, but the story-
teller reading the words of the man prospectively, who explains them with a) an 
aetiology of the term ‘woman’ (Gen 2:23b-c): 

au(/th klhqh&setai gunh_, she shall be called woman (wife), 
o(/ti e)k tou= a)ndro_v au)th=v e)lh&fqh 
au(/th. 

because she was taken out of her hus-
band. 

and b) a formula, which was later incorporated into the New Testament and 
subsequently into Christian moral theology, emphasising the significance of a 
monogamous relationship between man and woman (Gen 2:24): 

(/Eneken tou&tou katalei/yei a)/nqrwpov Therefore shall a man leave 
to_n pate&ran au)tou= kai_ th_n mhte&ran au)tou= his father and his mother 
kai_ proskollhqh&setai pro_v th_n gunai=ka 
au)tou=: 

and shall cleave to his wife, 

kai_ e)/sontai oi9 du&o ei)v sa&rka mi/an. and they two shall be one 
flesh. 

I would like to remind the reader that Matthew 19:5 implies that these are the 
words of God who had made human beings to be male and female. Matthew 
uses these words in order to give an answer to the question the Pharisees raised 
about the legitimacy of divorce; and namely only for being unchaste, and thus 
not for any other reason whatsoever. On the other hand, Paul quotes the closing 
sentence of Genesis 2:24, according to the LXX, namely ‘and they two shall be 
one flesh’, in 1 Corinthians 6:16 to say that ‘whoever joins himself to a prosti-
tute becomes one body with her… (17) but anyone joining himself to the Lord 
becomes one spirit with him’. In this way Paul puts the question of a biological 
or a spiritual understanding of the Old Testament text concerning sexual 
immorality and prostitution on the table, but not the issue of polygamy. 
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The Old Testament expression ‘and they two shall be one flesh’ highlights the 
explanation of the storyteller, and it has direct parallels in Plato’s Symposion, 
which I have already discussed (Dafni 2001 & 2006a), as well as in a fragment 
by Euripides (see Lesky 1976:146). 

 Genesis 2:24c has traditionally been understood as a reference i) to sexual 
relations of a married couple, ii) the spiritual relationship of the marriage part-
ners, apart from the fact that they could remain childless, and iii) biologically, 
regarding the birth of a child, who is the fulfilment of a harmonic sexual and 
spiritual unity and carries the characteristics of both father and mother, and 
shares their values. In Genesis 2:23-24 the storyteller calls the reader’s atten-
tion to the fact that marriage is a fundamental institution of every human 
community. However, the formulation ‘a man shall leave his father and his 
mother and shall cleave to his woman and they two shall be one flesh’ does not 
give any supporting arguments in favour of monogamy against polygamy, but 
the obligation to state reasons for monogamy.  

 On the other hand, the Euripidean formulation ‘it is not good that one 
man over two wives hold wedlock’s reins’, in the form of an aphorism, seems to 
be a linguistic rearrangement and mental replacement of the biblical text by 
means of the integration of traditional topics from Greek antiquity. This phrase 
focuses primarily on a certain situation, through which the lines of distinction 
between Greek and barbarian habits are fuzzy. It thus does not categorically 
forbid people to practise polygamy, but it also does not approve it. The aim of 
the text is rather to call attention to virtues with universal applicability. In my 
view, Euripides here applies schemes and central features of Genesis 2:20-24 to 
certain figures of the Trojan War and their blood relatives in order to make the 
wishes and decisions of the protagonists abundantly clear and to articulate the 
good habits one should obtain. 

 The Euripidean formulation ‘it is not good that one man over two wives 
hold wedlock’s reins’ refers to the fact that after the Trojan War the lawful wife 
of the dead Hector, Andromache, was taken captive by the Greeks and given as 
a special prize to Achilleus’ son, Neoptolemus. She gave birth to his son, 
Molossus. After that had happened, Menelaus gave his daughter, Hermione, 
who was barren, as lawful wife to Neoptolemus. Andromache and her son 
Molossus were loved by Neoptolemus, but the childless Hermione was mal-
treated and hated. Andromache remained faithful to Hector and Neoptolemus’ 
love to her seemed to be for Hector’s sake (Andr 203: filou=si ga_r m )  
(/Ellhnev   (/Ektorov t ) a)/po), as well as for the sake of the child who was the 
future succesor of Aeacos’ line. This caused a lot of rivalry between the 
women, and subsequently to Menelaus’ decision to slay Andromache and her 
son for the sake of his maltreated daughter. Menelaus understood blood-
relationship as a motive for revenge and also expected from Peleus, the father 
of Achilleus, to inflict punishment in return for the murder of his son by Paris, 
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the brother of Hector, whose wife had now given birth to the bastard child of 
Achilleus’ son Neoptolemus, the grandson of Peleus. Even if Menelaus used an 
expression which reminds one of the significance of ‘one flesh’, namely tou= 
sou= paido_v ai(/matov koinoume&nh (Andr 654), the intention is retaliation and 
thus not mercy or forgiveness at all.  

This is the reason that the Chorus says in Andr 464-470:  

Ou)de&pote di/duma le&ktr ) e)paine&sw 
brotw~n 

Never rival brides blessed marriage-estate, 

ou)d ) a)mfima&torav ko&rouv, Neither sons not born of one mother: 
e)/ridav oi)/kwn dusmenei=v te lu&pav. They were strife to the home, they were an-

guish of hate. 
mi/an moi sterge&tw po&siv ga&moiv For the couch of the husband suffice one 

mate: 
a)koinw&nhton a)ndro_v eu)na&n. Be it shared of none other. 

Therefore, monogamy as the only legitimate state of marriage appears in 
Andromache of Euripides, as well as in Genesis 2:23-24, as something which is 
desirable. It has, however, never been given as a valid reason in either the 
patriarchal narratives, or in the stories of the heroes of the Trojan. 

C MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIFE IN GENESIS NARRATIVES 

A closer examination of the Genesis narratives regarding the family history of 
Israel’s most important ancestors, namely Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, shows 
clearly that they focus predominately on arranged marriages between blood 
relatives from a patriarchal perspective. Polygamy is here regarded as norma-
tive and love only plays a secondary role in all of these narratives. The reason 
is because God’s plan in the history of his chosen people stands in the centre of 
the storyteller’s attention, and not the historical lot of individual personalities.  

 Abraham was married to the originally childless Sarah and begot his first-
born son Ishmael from a slave girl, Hagar the Egyptian. Sarah, after the birth of 
her own son, Isaac, asked Abraham to drive the slave girl and her son Ishmael 
away (Gen 21:10f.), in order not to share the inheritance with her lawful son 
Isaac. You are reminded that Menelaus (in the name of his childless and disre-
garded daughter) was anxious that the bastard child of Andromache will be 
king and successor of Aeacos’ line, and decided to eliminate it with its mother. 
In both examples, the Old Testament and the Euripidean, we can establish the 
scheme ‘two persons, who become one flesh’, referring to nuclear families 
consisting of the father, mother and a child (Euripides), or rather one of the 
children (Genesis narratives), who will play an important role in the historical 
continuation of the family, namely 1) Andromache-Neoptolemus-Molossus by 
Euripides, and 2) Abraham-Sarah-Isaac, as well as 2) Abraham-Hagar-Ishmael 
in the Abraham narratives.  
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 As John Goldingay (2003:268-269) says, only the arranged marriage of 
Isaac and Rebecca turned out to be a loving bond following the example set by 
Genesis 2:23-24; Isaac leaves his dead mother and cleaves on to his wife, but 
the couple will soon be divided by the love for their twin sons, Jacob and Esau. 
‘In obedience to his father and mother’, Jacob went to Paddan-Aram to choose 
a wife there, but he had to become attached not only to one but to two wives; 
two sisters, Leah and Rachel, who are also his first cousins, and two concu-
bines, the slave-maids of Leah and Rachel (Gen 29:1-30). In this case, the 
women had to leave their father and cleave on to their husband, who in turn 
saw in his twelve children the fulfilment of God’s blessing to him in a dream: 
(Gen 28:14-15): ‘Your descendants will be as plentiful as the dust on the 
ground; you will spread out to the west and east, to the north and south, and all 
clans on earth will bless themselves by you and your descendants. (15) Be sure, 
I am with you; I shall keep you safe wherever you go, and bring you back to 
this country, for I shall never desert you until I have done what I have promised 
you. But only one of the children will save the whole family, namely the first 
son of the beloved wife, Joseph, the son of Rachel. 

D MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIFE IN EURIPIDES’ ANDRO-
MACHE 

The book of Genesis does not appear to have any interest at all in proving that 
the scheme man-woman-one flesh/child in the family life of the patriarchs had 
been fulfilled. Whereas, on the contrary, Euripides organized the whole mate-
rial of Andromache on the basis of exactly this scheme; of course with devia-
tions providing the variety and diversity of the human life, as well as many 
degenerations of this simple structure of the ideal marriage. It is remarkable 
that, in contrast to the patriarchal Old Testament family life, Euripides talked 
about matriarchal family structures in the mythological past of the Ancient 
Greek Classical Ages. Instead of Abraham and his wives, he preferred the 
scheme Andromache and her husbands. But he passed a value judgment: 

 a) It is not by chance that, at the beginning and the end of the tragedy, he 
talks with obvious enthusiasm about Thetis, an immortal goddess of justice, 
who never had to bear children, and Peleus a mortal king, son of Aeacos, and 
their son Achilleus, a demigod. In the Euripidean value system, they personify 
the ideal nuclear family. This family bond has been destroyed through the mur-
der of Achilleus. But Achilleus lives on in his son, Neoptolemus, and in his 
son’s son, Molossus. This ideal pair, whose marriage is based on mutual love, 
will remain united in honourable wedlock eternally. Euripides explains that 
Thetis made Peleus a deity, who knows neither death nor decay. Both, god and 
goddess, now dwell together in the palace of Nereus, who was believed to be a 
wiser sea god and to have the power of prophecy. 
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 b) Andromache, Hector and their son Astyanax had been portrayed as an 
ideal family bond between mortals, which was now also destroyed. After the 
death of Hector and Astyanax, at the end of the Trojan War, it can never again 
be restored. The memory of the beloved husband and child continues to live in 
the new child of Andromache, Molossus, from a symbiotic relationship, similar 
to marriage, with Achilleus’ son Neoptolemus. The new husband admires and 
respects Andromache as a virtuous woman, the wife of a great hero of the Tro-
jan War, whose original ideal marriage bond is broken through violence and 
blood, and as the mother of his own son, who will continue the royal line of 
Aeacos. It is remarkable that Euripides avoids revealing whether there is some-
thing more that unites Andromache with Neoplolemus. In terms of the plot, it is 
important for him to say that, after the murder of Neoptolemus by Orestis, 
Andromache gets married again to Hellenus, in whose homeland Molossus 
becomes king and ancestor of his own royal line.  

 Degenerative forms were described by Euripides in Andromache as fol-
lows: a) the marriage of convenience between Neoptolemus and Hermione, af-
ter Menelaus, her father, separated her from Orestis, her childhood love. This 
marriage remains childless, Hermione is hated by her husband and her husband 
is murdered by her lover, Orestis, who wants to take Hermione, his first cousin, 
as his wife. It is worthy to mention that Orestis and Hermione are children of 
two brothers (Agamemnon and Menelaus) and two sisters (Clytaimnestra and 
Helene), whose marriages are the epitome of degeneration in the Ancient Greek 
Mythology. I refer to b) the marriage of Menelaus and Helena, who joins with 
Paris and gives the reason of the Trojan War; c) the marriage of Agamemnon 
and Clytaimnestra, not explicitly mentioned in this tragedy. Clytaimnestra and 
Aigisthos, her lover, murdered her husband, Agamemnon, after he had returned 
from Troy. Both of them found death by the hand of her own son, Orestis.  

 The idea that two persons function as one is expressed only in Andr 495 
through su&gkraton zeu=gov (‘two yoked as one’ or ‘two united souls’) regar-
ding Andromache and her son Molossos, because they equally carry the hea-
viest load of death, commanded by Menelaus (Andr 492-500): 

kai_ mh_n e)sorw~ Lo, these I behold, twain yoked as one 
to&de su&gkraton zeu=gov pro_ 
do&mwn, 

In love, in sorrow, afront of the hall: 

yh&fw| qana&tou katakekrime&non. For the vote is cast and the doom forth gone. 
du&sthne gu&nai, tlh=mon de_ su_ 
pai=, 

O woeful mother, O hapless son, 

mhtro_v lexe&wn o$v 
u9perapoqnh|&skeiv 

Who must die, since her master hath humbled 
his thrall, 

ou)de_n mete&xwn Though naught death-worthy hast thou, child, 
done, 

ou0d ) ai)/tiov w2n basileu=sin. That in condemnation of kings thou shouldst 
fall! 
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E  EXAMPLES OF THE SCHEME ‘TWO TO ONE’ IN EURIPIDES’ 
ANDROMACHE  

We find the scheme many/two to one in the speech of Andromache, who gives 
the following response to the accusations of Hermione (Andr 216-221): 

Tu&rannon e)/sxev a)/ndr ), i(/n ) e)n me&rei 
le&xov 

Thou hadst for lord a prince, where one man 
shares 

di/dwsi pollai=v ei[v a)nh_r 
koinou&meno, 

The wedlock-right in turn with many wives, 

The relationship between the two wives and the one common husband is com-
pared with the image of a twofold yoke of kings who restrict the freedom of the 
people in a land, make their life extremely difficult to bear and lead to rebellion 
(Andr 473-476): 

Ou)de_ ga_r e)n po&lesi Never land but hath borne a twofold yoke 
Di/ptuxoi turanni/dev Of kings with wearier straining: 
Mia=v a)mei/nonev fe&rein,  
a)/xqov e)p ) a)/xqei kai_ sta&siv 
poli/taiv: 

There is burden on burden, and feud mid her 
folk: 

The rest of this passage (Andr 477-478) focuses on the example of the dishar-
mony, if two rival lyres attempt to play the same song: 

teko&ntoin q ) u(/mnon e)rga&tain duoi=n And twixt rival lyres ever discord broke 
e)/rin Mou=sai filou=si krai/nein: By the Muses’ ordaining. 

The same disharmony can be seen in the guidance of a ship by two helmsmen 
in staggering sail. Euripides says that ‘collective wisdom has less weight than 
the inferior mind of the single man who has sole authority’ (Andr 479-484): 

Pnoai_ d ) o(/tan fe&rwsi nauti/louv qoai/, When the blasts hurl onward the stagge-
ring sail, 

kata_ phdali/wn di/dumai prapi/dwn 
gnw&mai 

Shall the galley by helmsmen twain be 
guided? 

sofw~n te plh=qov a)qro&on 
a)sqene&steron 

Wise counsellors many far less shall 
avail 

faulote&rav freno_v au)tokratou=v Than the simple one’s purpose and 
power undivided. 

e(no&v, a4 du&nasiv a)na& te me&laqra kata& 
te po&liav, 

Even this in the home, in the city, is 
power 

o(po&tan eu(rei=n qe&lwsi kairo&n. Unto such as have wit to discern the 
hour. 

In Genesis, the central idea of these depictions is well-developed especially in 
the narratives focussing in the rivalries between Jacob’s wives, Lea and Rachel. 
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 In the New Testament, we find this scheme as well as the linguistic inven-
tory especially in the word’s of the Lord in Matth 6:24: Ou)dei_v du&natai dusi_ 
kuri/oiv douleu&ein: h@ ga_r to_n e(/na mish&sei kai_ to_n e(/teron a)gaph&sei, h@ 
e(no_v a)nqe&cetai kai_ tou= e(te&rou katafronh&sei.  

 It is not necessarily the scheme itself, but much more the abstract princi-
ple expressed by this scheme as well as its applicability, that are important for 
the reception history. 

 Euripides gives concrete paradigms based on common experience. He 
opens the door to the abstraction through simplification, pointing out the es-
sence of power in both house and state, as well as the virtues of men and 
women, who make the biblical scheme, two, man and woman, one flesh, to be a 
reality. I will now give more examples: 

F VIRTUES OF MEN AND WOMEN IN MARRIAGE 

Andr 206-208 and Gen 2:20.23 

Hermione accuses Andromache that she made her husband to hate her by using 
magical philtres. Andromache responds that it was not her sorcery, but 
Hermione’s failure to be a suitable helper to him.  

ou)k e)c e)mw~n farma&kwn stugei= po&siv, Not of my philtres thy lord hateth thee, 
a)ll ) ei) cunei=nai mh_   )pithdei/a kurei=v. But that thy nature is no mate for his. 
fi/ltron de_ kai_ to&d ): ou) to_ ka&llov, w} 
gu&nai, 

This is the love charm-woman, ‘tis not 
beauty 

a)ll ) a)retai_ te&rpousi tou_v 
cuneune&tav. 

That witcheth bridegrooms, nay, but 
nobleness. 

According to Andromache, to attain and secure a husband’s love and faith, a 
woman must prove herself to be her husband’s willing help-mate. Love’s only 
charm does not lie in beauty, but in nobleness and virtuous acts. That can win 
men’s hearts. This ethical sentence of Andromache recalls Genesis 2:20 and 23 
and seems to be an interpretation of what it really means to be a suitable helper, 
so that the husband can recognize her as ‘bone of his bone and flesh of his 
flesh’. 

Andr 213-221 and Gen 2:20 

xrh_ ga_r gunai=ka, ka2n kakw|~ po&sei 
doqh|=, 

A wife, though low-born be her lord, must 
yet 

ste&rgein, a(/milla&n t ) ou)k e)/xein 
fronh&matov. 

Content her, without wrangling arrogance. 

ei0 d ) a)mfi_ Qrh|&khn xio&ni th_n 
kata&rruton 

But if in Thrace with snow-floods over-
streamed 

tu&rannon e)/sxev a)/ndr ), i(/n ) e)n me&rei 
le&xov 

Thou hadst for lord a prince, where one man 
shares 
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di/dwsi pollai=v ei[v a)nh_r 
koinou&menov, 

The wedlock-right in turn with many wives, 

e)/kteinav a2n ta&sd ); ei]t ) a)plhsti/an 
le&xouv 

Wouldst thou have slain these? Ay, and so 
be found  

pa&saiv gunaici_ prostiqei=s ) a2n 
hu9re&qhv. 

Branding all women with the slur of lust, 

ai0sxro&n ge: kai/toi xei/ron ) 
a)rse&nwn no&son 

Which were our shame! True, more than 
men’s our hearts 

tau&thn nosou=men, a)lla_ 
prou)/sthmen kalw~v. 

Sicken for love; yet honour curbs desire. 

Andromache recognizes also that neither she nor Hermione are willingly bound 
up to Neoptolemus. She is a captive and Hermione had to follow her father’s 
will. Therefore, Andromache points out the kind of additional qualities a 
woman ought to develop in order to be a helpful partner, even though the man, 
upon whom she unwillingly has been bestowed by her father, is low-born or 
morally worthless (kako&v), namely: a) to be content with him, without wran-
gling arrogance, advancing presumptuous claims b) to be willing to forgive, 
even if the husband shares his affections with a host of wives, c) to be without 
slur of lust/insatiate lust, and d) though women’s hearts sicken for love more 
than men’s, they ought to give priority to honour than to desire. 

 What does it truly mean to practice these virtues? Andromache illustrates 
this with a hyperbole in Andr 222-225:  

w} fi/ltaq )  (/Ektor, a)ll ) e)gw_ th_n sh_n 
xa&rin 

Ah, dear, dear Hector, I would take to my 
heart 

soi_ kai_ cunh&rwn, ei)/ ti/ se sfa&lloi 
Ku&priv, 

Even thy leman, if Love tripped thy feet. 

kai_ masto_n h)/dh polla&kiv no&qoisi soi=v Yea, often to thy bastards would I hold 
e)pe&sxon, i(/na soi mhde_n e)ndoi/hn pikro&n. My breast, that I might give thee none 

offence. 

Andr 225-231 

Actions of jealousy, running after men and adoption of the habits of evil 
mothers are morally not permitted. 

kai_ tau=ta drw~sa ta)reth|= proshgo&mhn So doing, I drew with cords of wifely 
love 

po&sin: su_ d ) ou)de_ r9ani/d ) u9paiqri/av 
dro&sou 

My lord: - but thou for jealous fear for-
biddest 

tw|~ sw|~ prosi/zein a)ndri_ deimai/nous ) e)a=|v. Even gloaming’s dews to drop upon 
thy lord! 

mh_ th_n tekou=san th=| filandri/a|, gu&nai, Seek not to o érpass in cravings of de-
sire 

zh&tei parelqei=: tw~n kakw~n ga_r 
mhte&rwn 

Thy mother, lady. Daughters in whom 
dwells 
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feu&gein tro&pouv xrh_ te&kn ), o(/soiv e)/nesti 
nou=v. 

Direction, ought to flee vile mother’s 
paths. 

The non-Greek Andromache and the Greek Peleus share the same universal 
view of moral excellence of a man and a woman. In the stichomyth of Peleus 
and Menelaus, Peleus postulates ‘models of virtue’. While Andromache re-
proaches Menelaus for fraud saying that he has one word upon his lips and 
another in his heart (453), Peleus emphasises that Menelaus should not rank 
himself with men, because he is the chief of the cowards (590f.), unable to edu-
cate his wife and his daughter in virtue (600f.). For he let Paris rob him his 
worthless wife, caused an unrighteous war, robbed noble sons and left grey 
mothers and white-haired sires childless. Peleus gives priority to education by 
observing blood-relationship. So he reminds that he had advised his grandson 
to marry the daughter of a good mother and warned him not to take home the 
daughter of an evil mother, because the daughters bear the marks of the ill-re-
pute of their mothers into their new homes.  

G CONCLUSIONS 

When asking about certain common characteristics which are mutually depen-
dent on a literary level, it is necessary to talk about a syntagma-paradigm, or 
rather, a norm-application-relationship between Genesis 2, Patriarchal stories 
and Euripides’ tragedy Andromache. Genesis 2:23-24 explicates the ideal, the 
Patriarchal stories tells us what happens in the historical life of Israel’s ances-
tors, while Andromache deals with paradigms of the background of the Trojan 
War and the consequences in the life of Greek and non-Greek people, men and 
women, from both a particular and a universal point of view. However, the 
main question is: how did the author of Genesis 2:23-24 arrive at a hymn on 
Monogamy, if his historical experience only gave him examples of polygamous 
relationships? Is it not possible that Genesis 2:23-24 was added as a later 
appendix (annex) into the text in order to legitimise the monogamous marriage 
and family life in dependence on classical Greek moral expressed from the time 
of Homer to the tragic poets? 

 Principles and values which are expressed, for the first time, in the so-
called Urgeschichte (Gen 1-11) have been exemplified in the stories of the 
Patriarchs (Patriarchenerzählungen). However, a discrepancy can be esta-
blished between the Primeval History (Urgeschichte) and the Patriarchal sto-
ries.  

 In my view, Euripides seems to reconsider Ancient Greek issues as the 
Homeric epics raise them and the oral traditions or rather the Ionian critical 
thinking worked on and modified them also from the perspective of the Penta-
teuch, which was supposedly known orally or in written form through early 
Greek translations of the five books of Moses, as well as through the Ionian 
thinkers, who were first confronted with the translation of biblical texts. It must 
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be assumed that the first exchange between Greek and Hebrew people took 
place in Ionia. Through the Pre-Socratic thinking it had been transferred into 
Classical Athens. However, neither the works of the Pre-Socratic philosophers 
have been completely saved, nor has any witness to this exchange been expli-
citly mentioned in the works of the classical authors. We can only assume it 
indirectly through the specific usage of the language. 

 Euripides obviously must have recognised a discrepancy between Genesis 
2:23-24, which has been considered as the locus classicus for establishing 
monogamy, and the whole book of Genesis, which in turn permanently talks 
about polygamous relationships of Israel’s Patriarchs. Therefore, he wanted to 
bridge the gap between an ideal world belonging to the divine sphere, and his 
historical experience, which must be understood in connection to his own two 
unhappy marriages to Choerile and Melito. He attempted to emphasise the 
significance of monogamy while describing polygamous relationships in a 
derogatory way, namely as a degeneration of the applied moral of marriage into 
a moral luck, to arrive at practical moral standards and to tell what is justice 
and injustice. In this sense, he changed the ordering of the biblical scheme ‘two 
to one’ and talks in Andromache about ‘one to two’ respectively. 

 Matthew and Paul seem to follow comparable methodological ways in 
order to shed light on ethical theological issues, namely the legitimacy of di-
vorce, sexual immorality, prostitution and belonging to God. 
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